
Term 3 

The Mary Rose

To devise a documentary about the sinking of the Mary Rose.



Assessment Week



What were we learning about in the previous lessons?

 The different roles of crew members on board the Mary Rose. The 

difference between the Mary Rose and modern Royal Navy ships.

 Facts about the Mary Rose and the development of British warfare.

 Being historical detectives to discover how the Mary Rose sank.

What knowledge I will need to know by the end of this unit of 

work?

Cite evidence and hypothesise about knowledge gained about the Mary 

Rose



Key Vocabulary 

 Royal Navy Deptford Elizabeth I military

 Henry VIII

 Reign

 Culverin

 Portsmouth

 Captain Sir George Carew gunners trumpeters admiral

 master of navigation boatswain

 cook

 surgeon

 artillery secondary and primary sources reliability

 Critique

 Evidence

 theory



Knowledge gathering 

Don’t forget to use the information you have 

already gathered, look back on your portfolio

Well done Isaac and Sammy! 



Waking in the pitch darkness of the lowest deck of the ship, I have a 
raging toothache. I’m lying on bare boards, curled like a dog into a 
cramped space between a case of stone cannonballs and a crate 
containing longbows. We are below the waterline here and a puddle has 
formed while I slept. My clothes are sodden.

I lie there, miserable from the pain in my jaw. This is the first time I’ve 
had an infected tooth, though my mates tell me you get used to living 
with it. Almost everyone on ship has rotten teeth and most have 
festering holes in their jaws.

It’s July 1545, which makes me just 20, I think. A few months ago I was 
working on the land, at a farm near Portsmouth. I’m still living near 
Portsmouth, but now I’m out at sea, crammed onto this small ship that 
King Henry is so proud of, the Mary Rose.

More than 500 men are on board with me, half of them soldiers or 
gunners. Only a few seem to be skilled seamen.

Something skitters over my leg. A rat — the ship is crawling with them 
down here in the dark. here’s a bellow from above: ‘All hands on deck!’

That’s the night over, thank God. I can’t wait to be out of this stinking 
hold, rancid with the smell of stagnant water and sick men. We push 



It was ordered that at daybreak the galleys should advance upon the British 
whilst at anchor and, by firing at them with all fury, provoke them into 
engagement and then retreating endeavour to draw them out of their hold 
towards the main battle.

This order was executed with a great deal of intrepidity and the weather 
favoured our attempt beyond our wishes for it was proven in the morning a 
perfect calm. Our galleys had all the advantages of working which we could 
desire to the great damage of the English who for want of wind not being able to 
stir laid exposed to our cannon and being so much higher and bulkier than our 
galleys hardly a shot missed them while they, with the help of their oars, shifted 
at pleasure, and thereby avoided the danger of the enemy's artillery. 

Fortune favoured our fleet in this manner for above an hour during which time 
among other damages the English received, the Mary Rose, one of their 
principal ships, was sunk by our cannon and of 5 or 600 men which were on 
board only 5 and 30 escaped.





Task 

Create a documentary about the Mary Rose, 

you could be a reporter, an eye witness or 

something else! 

Remember all the skills you have learnt over 

the past term: reported and direct speech, 

facts, opinions and more importantly your 

‘stick knowledge’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_Fhtxe

N7Wg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_FhtxeN7Wg


Disaster struck!



Has the knowledge been understood?

Understand everything we have looked at this term and how it connects with 

the way in which the Mary Rose was intended to be the flagship of King Henry 

VIII’s fleet. 

She was a new breed of warship with purpose-built gun-ports that made her a 

fearsome floating fortress

https://www.archaeology.co.uk/articles/features/mary-rose-back-from-the-deep.htm

